LABS & CENTERS MEETING
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2011
COLLEGE CENTER, LEARNING CENTER ROOM (220)
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

AGENDA

What do we want to accomplish with this meeting? (How can we work together to serve our students in the best way possible? How will our working together increase student success?)

1. Strategic Coordination of the Labs and Centers
   - What does that mean to us?

2. Core Student Learning Outcomes
   - Do we really need this extra layer? If we have it, what will it do for us?

3. Common Key Indicators or Measures
   - # students (unduplicated)
   - # visits (duplicated)
   - are students who use tutoring more successful than students in the same classes that do not use tutoring?
   - are students who use tutoring proceeding to the next course in the sequence at a higher rate than students in the same classes who do not use tutoring?
   - is there a relationship between the number of visits/hours and students' grades?
   - are students satisfied with the tutoring? did they feel it was helpful? how do they assess the tutor? what worked and didn't work?

4. Program Review Process and Timeline
   - Annual and Comprehensive?
   - Separate program reviews, or will labs and centers be part of their disciplines’ program reviews?

5. Formation of Learning Center Advisory Group
   - Date of Next Meeting

Questions/Comments welcomed throughout discussion